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Observation of field-induced reverse transformation in ferromagnetic shape
memory alloy Ni50Mn36Sn14
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The structural and magnetic properties of the ferromagnetic Heusler alloy Ni50Mn36Sn14 were
studied by magnetization and x-ray powder diffraction measurements in fields up to 5 T. The alloy
undergoes the martensitic transformation from the L21-type cubic structure with the lattice
parameter ac=0.5988 nm into an orthorhombic structure with the lattice parameters ao

=0.8617 nm, bo=0.5702 nm and co=0.4359 nm at Ms=220 K with a thermal hysteresis of 40 K.
The cell volume contracts by 0.37% and the magnetic moment decreases by 50% at Ms.
Furthermore, we directly observed the field-induced reverse martensitic transformation. © 2006
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2189916�
Ternary intermetallic compound Ni2MnSn is a ferromag-
net with the Curie temperature of TC�340 K.1–5 The com-
pound is one of Heusler alloys, which has the cubic L21-type
�L21� structure. In this structure, the Ni ions occupy at the
site of the cube corners �8c-site�, and Mn and Sn ions are in
the alternate body centers of the successive cubes �4a- and
4c-sites, respectively�. It had been not reported for the struc-
tural transformation in the stoichiometric compound
Ni2MnSn. Recently, however, Suto et al. found that the fer-
romagnetic Heusler alloys Ni50Mn50−yXy �X=In, Sn, and Sb�
show the martensitic transformation from the L21 structure to
an orthorhombic four-layered �4O� structure in the ferromag-
netic state.6 Their results indicate that the Ni50Mn50−yXy alloy
will exhibit field-induced magnetic and structural transitions
such as those of Ni2MnGa,7–9 which are so-called “ferromag-
netic shape-memory alloys” �FMSAs�. However, it was sup-
posed that the magnetic moment in the low temperature �LT�
phase �mL� is smaller than that in the high temperature �HT�
phase �mH� in Ni50Mn50−yXy.

6,10,11 This is different from
Ni2MnGa, which has the higher magnetic moment in the
LT-phase, compared with that in the HT phase. Therefore, it
is very important to reveal the structural and magnetic prop-
erties of the Ni50Mn50−yXy alloy in magnetic fields and to
confirm the field-induced structural transformation for devel-
opment of the new FSMAs.

In this study, in order to clarify a relationship between
the structural and magnetic properties for Ni50Mn36Sn14 in
magnetic fields, we have carried out high-field magnetization
and x-ray powder diffraction �XRD� measurements under
magnetic fields up to 5 T in the wide temperature ranging
from 8 to 300 K.

The polycrystalline sample of Ni50Mn36Sn14 has been
prepared by induction melting under an argon atmosphere.
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The detailed sample preparation was reported in Ref. 6. The
obtained sample was confirmed to be a single phase with the
L21 structure by XRD measurements at room temperature.
The magnetic transition temperatures were determined by the
temperature dependence of the ac initial permeability � us-
ing an ac transformer method. The magnetic moment m was
measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer for the
powder sample in magnetic fields B up to 13 T at the tem-
perature T ranging from 4 to 300 K. In this measurement,
the powder sample was fixed with nonmagnetic wax in a
sample holder after measuring the mass. Therefore, the pow-
der was not affected by magnetic alignment in the high-field
magnetization process. The XRD experiments with Cu K�
radiation were made at 8.6�T�300 K in magnetic fields up
to 5 T.12 The powder was fixed with vacuum grease on a
copper sample holder. The diffraction data were taken at
20° �2��85° with a step size of 0.01°. We confirmed that
the powder sample was not removed by the magnetic force
until the measurement in high fields was completed.

Figure 1 shows the �-T curves �a� and the typical m-B
curves �b� at 220, 240, and 250 K. Here, these m-B curves
are measured after zero-field heating from 100 K. The Curie
temperature TC is determined to be 317 K. As shown in
Fig. 1�a�, the magnetic phase transitions are seen at the vi-
cinity of 220 K with a hysteresis of approximately 40 K,
indicating that a martensitic transformation occurs. From the
�-T curves, the characteristic temperatures Ms, Mf, As, and
Af, are determined to be 220, 210, 240, and 250 K, respec-
tively. These values are consistent with the magnetic data
reported in Refs. 6, 10, and 11.

At 220 K ��As�, m is 35.5 A m2 kg−1 at 5 T, which is
slightly smaller than that �40.7 A m2 kg−1� at 4 K. On the
other hand, m at 250 K is approximately two times larger
than that at 220 K and reaches up to 61.0 A m2 kg−1 at 5 T.
These values are consistent with the previous reports.10,11 For
4�T�220 K �LT phase� and T�250 K �HT phase�, we

cannot see any anomaly on the m-B curves in fields up to
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13 T. At As�T�Af, a large magnetic hysteresis is observed
on the m-B curves. In Fig. 1�b�, we show the typical result of
the observed magnetic hysteresis at 240 K. In the initial
magnetization process, m is 35.0 A m2 kg−1 at 0.5 T, and
then it rapidly increases with increasing B. At 5 T, m reaches
up to 60.0 A m2 kg−1, which is almost same value at 250 K.
The demagnetization process with decreasing B is not traced
on the initial magnetization process but the m-B curves at
250 K, and a large hysteresis is exhibited. That is, m in the
HT phase �mH� is larger than that in the LT phase �mL�. In
As�T�Af, moreover, a magnetic phase transition from mL
to mH occurs by applying B, which is an irreversible process.

Figure 2 shows the typical XRD profiles of
Ni50Mn36Sn14 in 40° �2��44° at several temperatures for
cooling �a� and heating �b� processes in a zero field. Here,
the reflections by K�1 and K�2 radiations are observed. We
confirmed that the HT phase has a L21 structure. On the other
hand, the profiles in the LT phase quite differ from that in
the HT phase, indicating that the L21 structure drastically
changes to another one. The results of the transmission
electron microscopy measurements by Suto et al. suggest
that the L21 structure undergoes the martensitic transforma-
tion into an orthorhombic four-layered �4O� structure in
Ni50Mn50−ySny.

6 Assuming that the LT phase has the 4O
structure, we can index all reflections for 20° �2��85°. In
Fig. 2, hklC and hklO denote the Miller indices for the L21
and 4O structures, respectively.

The Bragg peaks of the L21 structure are only seen
above 230 K ��Ms� for cooling. With decreasing T from
220 K �=Ms�, the peaks of the 4O structure appear and de-
velop, and the intensity of the peaks of the L21 structure
becomes smaller. The peak intensity of the 4O structure does
not change below 200 K ��Mf�. As shown in Fig. 2�b�, the
peak intensity of the 4O structure becomes small above
230 K ��As� with increasing T, and cannot be detected
above 250 K ��Af�. In contrast, the HT phase with the L21

structure develops above 230 K and is only observed over
250 K. That is, the fraction of the LT phase decreases be-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the initial ac permeability �a� and mag-
netization curves �b� of Ni50Mn36Sn14. Vertical arrows in the panel �a� indi-
cate the determined characteristic temperatures TC, Ms, Mf, As, and Af. The
arrows in the panel �b� indicate, the magnetization process with increasing
and decreasing fields B. These magnetization curves are measured after
zero-field heating from 100 K.
tween As and Af for heating.
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Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the lattice
parameters �a� and the cell volume �b� in a zero field. Here,
the parameters �ac and Vc� and �ao, bo, co, and Vo� indicate
the data for the L21 and 4O structures, respectively. This 4O
structure basically consists of the modulated and four-

FIG. 2. X-ray powder diffraction profiles of Ni50Mn36Sn14 at various tem-
peratures for cooling �a� and heating �b� processes from 310 to 8 K in zero
magnetic field. hklc and hklo denote the Miller indices for the cubic L21-type
and four-layered orthorhombic �4O� structures, respectively.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameters �a� and the unit
cell volumes �b� for Ni50Mn36Sn14 in a zero field. The open and closed
symbols show the data for heating and cooling processes, respectively. The
dashed lines indicate the thermal hysteresis with varying fraction of the

four-layered orthorhombic structure �4O� phase among Ms, Mf, As, and Af.
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layered �220� sheets along the �221� direction of the parent
L21 structure.6 Recent result of neutron diffraction measure-
ment by Brown et al. suggests that the space group of the 4O
structure is Pmma.13 The axes and volumes of the two struc-
tures are related to ao= �2ac, bo=ac, co=ac / �2 and Vo=Vc.
The dashed lines in this figure indicate thermal hysteresis
considering the peak intensity variation of XRD results be-
tween the L21 HT phase and the 4O LT phase. In the HT
phase above Ms, ac slightly decreases with decreasing T. The
thermal expansion coefficients of ac at 250 K in the HT
phase is estimated to be �a �L21�=1.3�10−5 K−1. The L21

structure transforms into the 4O structure at Mf −Af. The
lattice decreases by 5.3% along the bo axis at Mf for cooling,
while the other lattices increases by 1.7% and 3.0% along the
ao and co axes, respectively, leading that the volume con-
tracts by 0.37%. In addition, we found that the temperature
dependence of the lattice parameters is very unique in the LT
phase. With decreasing T, ao increases, bo decreases, and co
slightly increases. The thermal expansion coefficients of ao,
bo, and co axes at 200 K are estimated to be �a�4O�=−0.5
�10−5 K−1, �b�4O�=9.2�10−5 K−1, and �c�4O�=−5.7
�10−5 K−1, respectively.

In Fig. 4, we show the typical results of the XRD profile
of Ni50Mn36Sn14 in fields up to 5 T at 250 K �a�, 240 K �b�,
and 220 K �c�. Here, all field dependence profiles are mea-
sured after zero-field heating from 100 K. As shown in Figs.
4�a� and 4�c�, the profiles do not drastically change by ap-
plying magnetic fields up to 5 T in the L21 and 4O struc-
tures, respectively. We found that the lattice parameters and
volumes for both phases are almost independent for B. In
contrast, we clearly see the field-induced structural transfor-
mation at As�T�Af, as shown in Fig. 4�b�. In B=0 T, the
profile shows the two-phase coexistence consisting of the LT
�4O� and HT �L21� phases at 240 K. With increasing B, the
reflection peak of the LT �4O� phase is suppressed but the
peak of the HT �L2 � phase is enhanced, and then the profile

FIG. 4. X-ray powder diffraction profiles of Ni50Mn36Sn14 in magnetic fields
up to 5 T at 250 K �a�, 240 K �b�, and 220 K �c�. hklc and hklo denote the
Miller for the cubic L21-type and four-layered orthorhombic �4O� structures,
respectively.
1
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shows almost a single phase of the HT phase at 5 T. In
decreasing B, the intensity of the peak of the HT �L21� phase
still remains and the peak of the LT �4O� phase dose not
recover down to a zero field. This irreversible process is
consistent with the magnetization process with the large hys-
teresis at 240 K, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. That is to say, the
results presented clearly show that Ni50Mn36Sn14 exhibits the
field induced reverse transformation from the 4O structure
with the lower mL to the L21 structure with the higher mH.
Moreover, we found that a high field over 5 T is required to
completely lead the field-induced reverse transformation
around As.

Assuming the simple ferromagnetic structure in the LT
phase, the enhancement of m at As is probably due to sup-
pression of the 3d-3d overlap, accompanied with the struc-
tural transformation from the small V in the LT phase to large
V in the HT phase. The observed field-induced reverse trans-
formation from the LT phase with low mL to HT phase with
high mH probably occurs to decrease the magnetic energy
because of the addition of the Zeeman energy. However, in
order to understand the contribution of the magnetic proper-
ties for the martensitic transformation, it is required to study
the detailed magnetic structure and electronic band structure
in Ni50Mn50−yXy �X=In, Sn, and Sb�.

In summary, the magnetization and XRD measurements
for Ni50Mn36Sn14 were carried out in magnetic fields up to
5 T. In this study, we confirmed that the compound exhibits
the martensitic transformation from the L21 structure to 4O
structure. The magnetic moment in the 4O LT phase is
smaller by 50% than that in the L21 HT phase. Our results
clearly show that the magnetic field induces the reverse
transformation in Ni50Mn36Sn14 at the vicinity of Ms.

The XRD and magnetization measurements were carried
out at the High Field Laboratory for Superconducting Mate-
rials, Institute for Materials Research and the Center for Low
Temperature Science, Tohoku University, respectively. This
work was supported by a Grant in-Aid for Scientific Re-
search from the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology of Japan.
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